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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 340 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x 0.8in.In Unexpected Magic, Pepper Paull, the good
witch, and her small coven of three are weary from dealing with those theyve rescued from magical
captivity, though they have yet to break all the rescued magical containments. Carol Grayson, the
wolf-witch, and Amelia Rutledge, lawyer, coven sisters, agree that a little vacation is just what they
need. They dont count on Zymnos, dragon-in-disguise, showing up with an alternate destination
and traveling plans. He asks the coven to pick up a package hed set aside a thousand year ago. Why
doesnt he do it himself Ah, he wont really say. Why just now Well, its a safe time to fetch it. Things
dont go as easily as the coven would like and surprises abound. How did Mike get pulled into the trip
Pepper doesnt mind, as she realizes a few things about the newly freed witch. Is it love Seems like.
But why is the Quetzalcoatl jealous They find new friends, new enemies and deal again with some
old ones. Ryan, Amelias stalker elf, is still around and they dont know why....
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It in just one of the best publication. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ta r a  Jer de-- Ta r a  Jer de

Complete guide! Its such a good go through. It is rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Its been written in an extremely basic way and is
particularly only after i finished reading through this publication through which really changed me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr s. Ma cy Stehr-- Mr s. Ma cy Stehr
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